Summer Master Gardener

DIAGNOSTIC SERIES

Diagnosis, Prevention and Treatment of Common Pests and Diseases

Wednesdays: 1:00-3:30pm

July 8.
Intro, managing soils, exposure and irrigation — Taun Beddes & Mike Caron: Local environmental factors and irrigation influence on pests and diseases
July 15.
Abiotic causes of plant stress—JayDee Gunnell: Iron chlorosis, salt damage, mechanical blight and more
July 22.
Pests and diseases common to many garden and landscape plants — Meredith Seaver: Aphids, spider mites, and powdery mildew, oh my!
July 29.
Tree fruit — Marion Murray: What? Fruit trees are not just multitasking shade trees in disguise?
August 5
Vegetables — Sheriden Hansen: Helping gardeners grow a healthy crop by recognizing common pests and diseases
August 12
Small fruit and grapes — Mike Pace: Why aren’t I getting fruit anymore?
August 19
Lawns and turf areas — Taun Beddes: Common pests and diseases of turf and best practices for treatment and cure.
August 26
Common landscape weeds — Jerry Goodspeed: Identification and management of common landscape weeds
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